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Abstract—This study explores how management addresses psychosocial risks in seven teams of engineers and technicians in the midst of the fourth industrial revolution. The sample is from an ongoing quasi-experiment about psychosocial risk management in a manufacturing company in Sweden. Each of the seven teams belongs to one of two clusters: a positive cluster or a negative cluster. The positive cluster reports a significantly positive change in psychosocial risk levels between two time-points and the negative cluster reports a significantly negative change. The data are collected using semi-structured interviews. The results of the computer-aided thematic analysis show that there are more differences than similarities when comparing the risk treatment actions taken between the two clusters. Findings show that the managers in the positive cluster use more enabling actions that foster and support formal and informal relationship building. In contrast, managers that use less enabling actions hinder the development of positive group processes and relationship building. This exploratory study sheds some light on how management can influence significant positive and negative changes in psychosocial risk levels during a risk management process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Management behavior is important for mental health at work. Ensuring the good health and well-being of engineers and technicians is of key importance to be able to embrace the opportunities Industry 4.0 brings [2], [3]. However, the mental health and wellbeing of staff in relation to Industry 4.0 is rarely addressed. In Sweden, work-related stress contributes to 770 deaths every year [4]. Productivity decreases by up to 38% when employees experience problems at work. Exposure to work-related stress and unaddressed psychosocial risks over time are associated with deteriorating health and well-being of staff being a key resource [4]. The legislation is very clear that psychosocial risk assessments are a requirement and that it is the employers’ responsibility to ensure psychosocial risk assessments are made [17], [18]. However, only one third of companies in Sweden carry out psychosocial risk assessments, despite 1) having a legal obligation to do so 2) the health and wellbeing of staff being a key resource [4], [19], [20]. Identifying potential sources of harm and assessing the likelihood of the source causing harm should help employers make a more informed decision about what risks to address and in what order. Risk treatment is the “process of actions to modify risk” [21]. Risk treatment can involve eliminating psychosocial risks completely at their source or working to decrease their potential negative impact.

Although psychosocial risk assessments are one of the recommended practices for improving the psychosocial work environment, little is known about what actually happens during a psychosocial risk management process. Researchers call for a more in-depth understanding of the psychosocial risk management process [18], [10], [11], [22], [23]. This study uses interviews with seven managers taking part in a quasi-experiment about psychosocial risk management [1]. Each of these managers has made significant positive or negative changes in their teams’ psychosocial risk levels. This interview study aims to gain valuable insights into managerial actions which contribute to changes in psychosocial risk levels. Qualitatively-oriented research methods are used [24] to address the following research questions.

• RQ1. How can management at the next level in the hierarchy influence the psychosocial work environment?

• RQ2. How can a team’s psychosocial work environment change through manager/team interaction?

A. Frame of Reference

The term psychosocial work environment is defined for the purpose of this paper as “organizational and social conditions in the work environment” [4, p.5]. Social conditions include “social interaction, collaboration, and social support from managers and colleagues” [4, p.5]; organizational conditions are the conditions and prerequisites for work (e.g. management, communication, participation, demands, resources) [25]. This definition is from the Swedish legislation regulating the psychosocial work environment. The Swedish legislation has been lifted as best practice in the EU compass for action on mental health and well-being in the workplace [26]. The legislation is very clear that psychosocial risk assessments are a requirement and that it is the employers’ responsibility to ensure psychosocial risk assessments are made [27].
carried out [17].

Psychosocial risk management is a specific branch of risk management focusing on “the risk of detriment to a worker’s psychological or physical well-being arising from the interaction between the design and management of work, within the organizational and social context” [7, p.8]. The individual teams in the quasi-experiment have completed a digital psychosocial risk assessment at time point 1 and then again 6 months later. The risks measured using a digital risk assessment tool are; demands, control, manager support, peer support, relationships, change and roles via the Republic Of Ireland – Management Standards Indicator Tool [28] and; management priority, management commitment, organizational participation and organizational communication using the psychosocial safety climate scale [9]. According to the risk management process, the step following risk assessment is risk treatment (Fig 1). Risk treatment is the actual action taken to influence the level of a risk. The section of risk management focused on in this paper is risk treatment.

Psychosocial risk treatment should lead to different outcomes in psychosocial risk levels depending on the risk treatment actions selected and the way they are applied [12]. For the purposes of this paper, the three constructs of group dynamics (Fig. 2) from the Group Process model (GroPro) [22] will be used to help describe the manager’s role when exploring the different risk treatment actions taken. According to the GroPro model, the manager plays a key role in team outputs through the way in which they facilitate group dynamics. “The manager has to staff the teams in a good way, enable their creativity, and coach the teams work in the right direction” [22, p.2]. In the GroPro model, coaching the teams work is defined as “team coaching oriented, with a focus on enabling and affecting emergence and self-organization in clusters of subordinates.” [13, p.2]. This model may help understand the managers’ influence in the psychosocial work environment when comparing the risk treatment in the two different clusters.

Fig. 1 Risk management process [29]

Fig. 2 Three constructs of a group dynamic [22]

1) Previous Research

Similar studies focusing on actual risk treatment methods as part of a psychosocial risk management process have been difficult to find. A literature review of work stress interventions between 1999 and 2005 includes a description of some risk treatment actions:

- “job redesign, changes in work pacing, enhancement of social support, and the formation of joint labor-management health and safety committees...stress-management classes to help employees to either modify or control their perceptions of stressful situations, such as the development of muscle relaxation or meditation skills...counseling, return-to-work and other rehabilitation programs” [5, p.269].

More recently, Dollard carried out an intervention study in 2014 where psychosocial risk assessments were carried out by 5 teams at two time points [30]. The risk treatment actions are documented in action plans approved by the health and safety committees. One action plan is included as an appendix in her paper which exemplifies the risk treatment actions’ planned by one of the 5 teams [30]. However, it is unclear which actions were carried out from this action plan. There may have been other actions not included in the written action plan that could have influenced psychosocial risk levels. Risk treatment actions are touched upon, but not examined in depth since it was not the main aim of the study [30].

In another study, a two-wave longitudinal design study in a Spanish production company listed two main risk treatment actions. 1) Role re-design where the supervisor was given other duties and another resource took their place and 2) the team members were given more training related to their work duties. The risk treatment actions in Cifre et al.’s study were guided by theory and the results of in depth interviews with team members. The risk treatment implementation was driven by the researchers, not by the managers [31].

The sample used in this study is fundamentally different from Cifre et al.’s and Dollard’s studies. The participants in this study are managers who are wholly responsible for the initiation and implementation of risk treatment actions [1]; this is also the premise of current legislation [17] and more pragmatic from a resources perspective. Managers have access to support throughout the process and it is up to the manager if and how they access this support.

This is an explorative study. The study makes both practical and theoretical contributions to the field of psychosocial risk management. The theoretical contribution is adding knowledge about risk treatment actions taken between two
time points where two clusters have either significantly increased or decreased their psychosocial risk levels. The practical contribution is through trying to answer part of the recurring question from stakeholders, companies and researchers [32]: “yes I know there is a difference, but what actually happened?”

The research questions in this study aim to increase understanding about the managers’ role in the change that occurs in psychosocial risk levels between risk assessment 1 and 2:

- **RQ1.** How can management at the next level in the hierarchy influence the psychosocial work environment?
- **RQ2.** How can a team’s psychosocial work environment change through manager/team interaction?

## II. Method

This is an explorative study carried out within the framework of psychosocial risk management. An explorative study is appropriate when researchers “have little or no scientific knowledge about the group, process, activity, or situation they want to examine but nevertheless have reason to believe it contains elements worth discovering” [23, p.5]. The study is exploring the black box, the gap in knowledge about what happened during a risk assessment process in which significant changes in psychosocial risk levels occurred.

### A. Sample

The sample for this study is managers of engineers and technicians in a large manufacturing company in Sweden. The managers are currently taking part in a quasi-experiment. The quasi-experiment is an intervention study about psychosocial risk management [1] and includes 19 naturally occurring teams. 18 of the teams carried out a digital psychosocial risk assessment at two different time points. 7 of the teams belong to the intervention group. The intervention group has received training to help understand the psychosocial risk assessment process and how to facilitate team dialogue. The remaining 11 teams form the control group. The control group has received no training. Each of the 18 teams has access to their results, support via human resources and occupational health services throughout the study. Further information about the quasi-experiment is available in the original paper [1].

The criteria for inclusion in this study is that the team must have made a statistically significant positive or negative change in their psychosocial risk levels between the two time points. Seven of 18 teams met the criteria for inclusion. Four teams made a significant change in a positive direction on one or more of the variables; organizational communication (P < 0.05). These four teams together form the positive cluster (Fig. 3). The positive cluster had N = 30 at first measurement, N = 33 at the second measurement with a response rate of 94% and 90% respectively. Three of the teams in the positive cluster are from the intervention group in the quasi-experiment and one is from the control group. Significant negative changes were found in three teams on one or more of the variables; relationships, manager support (P < 0.01) and organizational communication (P < 0.05). This negative cluster had N = 27 at the first measurement and N = 27 at the second with a participation rate of 40% and 43%. All three teams in the negative cluster are from the control group in the quasi-experiment (Fig. 3). No significant results were found in either group for the psychosocial risks demands, control, role, change, management priority or management commitment. The items used to measure the psychosocial risks are listed in appendix 2.

![Fig. 3 The sample](image-url)

### B. Data Collection

To explore why the psychosocial risk levels changed between the first risk assessment in November 2017 and the second in April 2018, the managers were invited to take part in interview in September 2018. The semi-structured interviews were held in Swedish and resulted in 480 minutes of interview data. The invitation to the interview clarified that participation was voluntary and that the purpose of the interview was to understand what had happened during each of the teams between measurement 1 and measurement 2. A short list of questions was included in the invite alongside a consent form. The researcher conducted, recorded and transcribed the interviews. Transcription occurred as soon as possible after the interview. All consent papers are signed and stored digitally. Between the time of sending out the invites and the actual interview, some more questions were added (appendix 1). Probing questions were the main tool used during the interview. The purpose of the probing questions was to gain insight into the managers understanding and own explanation of what actions they believe may have contributed to the results at the second measurement.

### C. Data Analysis

The method used to analyze the data is thematic analysis [33]. Specific focus was on risk treatment actions by the manager one level up and on actions at the team level in order
to answer the research questions.

Each of the seven interviews was uploaded into NVivo version 11. The complete data set was scanned and every item, which described actions being taken by the manager at the team level, was coded using In Vivo coding. In Vivo coding means using “words or short phrases from the participants own language” as the codes [26, p.274]. Once the separate nodes (individual parts of each interview) were coded, the codes were then inductively analyzed to find out if they belonged to similar areas. Based on these findings, second order themes were created which reflected the content of the underlying individual data nodes [Fig. 4 second order theme].

Once the second order themes were complete, aggregate dimensions emerged reflecting the content of the second order themes [Fig. 4]. The analysis process was repeated focusing on the actions taken by managers at the next level in the hierarchy. A framework matrix was created containing each of the cases coded as positive or negative data down the Y-axis, the second order themes were presented across the X-axis. The content of each box in the framework matrix was the data nodes. The framework matrix was then exported to excel where the positive and negative clusters could be separated more clearly and the content compared.

III. RESULTS

The results are presented in two sections; risk treatment by the manager one level up followed by the manager at the same level as the team. Similarities and differences between the clusters are presented in each section.

A. Similarities in Risk Treatment by the Manager One Level up

There is one similarity between the positive and negative clusters in the risk treatment by the manager one level up. Both clusters report that the first agenda points at management team meetings is wellbeing or health checks. This is a ‘round the table’ exercise where the members of the management team take turns each to report on ‘how things are’.

B. Differences in Risk Treatment by the Manager One Level up

Differences can be found between the clusters when looking at the content at the node level for second order themes. Three are specific to the positive cluster because they are described in a positive manner (+). The content of 6 second order themes at the node level are specific to the negative cluster in that 1) they either only appear in the negative cluster or 2) they are described in a negative way (-) [Fig. 6]. The aggregate dimension here for both clusters is “manager one level up”.

Fig. 6 Differences in risk treatment by manager one level up - positive and negative cluster (+) and (-) reflect if the content at the node level is described in a positive or negative way (see appendix 4 for complete figure)
The results for the cluster that made a positive change will be presented first.

Dialogue: The positive cluster has a good dialogue with their manager about both private and work-related issues. The manager checks on the team’s health in a way that is experienced as natural; “It’s natural for our manager to think about mental health and not just results, there is no pressure from the manager”. The manager also shows an interest in the psychosocial risk assessments further down in the organization.

Management team: The results here describe different aspects of the content of the management meeting; the manager talks about the psychosocial work environment regularly and tries to balance workload together with the management team by “matching capacity with how much we have to do”. The manager states explicitly that it is important that they get to know each other. This is encouraged through a “get to know each other activity at each management meeting”. At the management team level, they have also booked a specific stress education course between the first and second risk assessment provided by the occupational health services.

Relationships: The interviewees describe how they feel supported by the manager one level up. When asked for examples, the cluster states that the manager helps them when they ask and does not give the ‘problem’ back to them to solve.

Moving onto the cluster which made a negative change, there are six second-level themes: Unclear decisions, dialogue, management team, relationships, and work duties. The first five are described in negative way and the last one, external support in a positive way [Fig. 6]

Unclear decisions: There is a lack of response when suggestions for change are made by the management team and escalated to the manager at the next level up for a decision to be made. In time, the process of preparing material and escalating the problem to the next level is repeated. This causes frustration and worry.

Dialogue: Issues escalated to the manager in 1:1 support dialogue meetings are not resolved; “I need more management support to make changes which will help my department’s wellbeing and my own wellbeing... dialogue is difficult, we talk past each other”.

Management team: “when we lift things at the meeting, it’s back to us managers to solve the problems”. The management team also meets without the main manager present “because the management team does not work”.

Relationships: there is a lack of support from manager.

External support: consultants have been brought in to help the management team one level up become more functional.

Workload: Actions to modify workload have been taken “Re-structuring left my department with demands that are too high, I have said [to my manager] that we cannot take this work load. There has been no change yet”. Also related to work duties, the manager’s role and management teams’ roles are unclear.

C. Similarities in Risk Treatment by the Manager at the Team Level

Manager risk treatment actions’ at the team level form three aggregate dimensions: Selecting areas, relationships and organizing work. “Selecting areas” describes how the actual risk assessment has been used. “Relationships” describes actions which facilitate relationship building through spending time with one another: manager and team, peer to peer, or employee and manager. “Organizing work” describes the risk treatment to address the pre-requisites for carrying out work duties such as workload, staffing, roles and expectations.

1) Similarities

The positive and negative clusters each describe actions belonging to selecting areas, relationships and organizing work [Fig. 7]. There are six second level themes. The content of the second level themes at the node level are similar [see appendix 5].

![Fig. 7 Similarities in risk treatment by the manager at the same level - positive and negative cluster (see appendix 5 for complete figure)](image-url)

- Selecting areas (how the actual risk assessment has been used); With team: There are cases in both the positive and negative change clusters where the manager “talked through the results together with the team” and “agreed as a team on which areas to work on”. No areas: In contrast to this, there are cases in both clusters where it is stated that they did not work directly with the results of the survey although during interviews examples were given by both clusters of actions they have taken that may have influenced their risk levels at second measurement.

- Relationships (spending time with one another: manager and team, peers to peer, or employee and manager). Content and regularity of meetings: Both the positive and negative clusters describe that they have regular 1:1 manager and employee meetings, fewer structured meetings and some agenda free meetings.

- Organizing work (pre-requisites for facilitating the employee’s ability to carry out their work): There are three
second order themes in this category where the clusters report similar actions.

Expectations: A re-organization one year prior to the first risk assessment, which affected both clusters, still has an influence on role clarity.

Roles: The unclear role expectations have created worry. Both clusters have worked with role descriptions and adjusted roles and responsibilities.

Workload: They have also addressed workload through decreasing the actual workload or through lowering the team’s ambition level.

As with the manager one level up, there are more differences than similarities between the positive taken by the positive and negative clusters.

2) Differences in Risk Treatment by the Manager at the Team Level

Moving on to differences: The results are presented in the following order; selecting areas, relationships and then organizing work.

Starting with the positive cluster, there are three, second order themes: without team, strategy and results. These themes occur only for the positive cluster and the content of each is described in a positive way (+).

2) Differences in Risk Treatment by the Manager at the Team Level

Moving on to differences: The results are presented in the following order; selecting areas, relationships and then organizing work.

Starting with the positive cluster, there are three, second order themes: without team, strategy and results. These themes occur only for the positive cluster and the content of each is described in a positive way (+).

Moving on to the negative cluster: The category crisis team is unique to the negative cluster.

Crisis team: This means that the cluster needs support to address their challenges. Human resources were informed and the managers were aware of the availability of occupational health services. A decision was made to engage external consults in the crisis team. The negative cluster did not have access to support from external consultants at the time of the interview.

Relationships

Starting with the positive cluster: The positive cluster has four, second level themes with a content at the node level which is described in a positive way (+). The themes are training, content and regularity of meetings, spending time together as a team and manager behavior [Fig. 9].
important to laugh and have fun at work and know when to be serious”.

Moving on to the negative cluster, there are two themes unique to this group, help each other and conflict, the remaining 3 are second level themes which differ at the node level and have a mixed content of both positive and negatively described actions (+)/(-). These themes are; content and regularity of meetings, spending time together as a team and manager behavior.

Content and regularity of meetings: New team members completed a personality test and there was a discussion about the whole team’s results in a department meeting.

Spending time together as a team: On the one hand the cluster have organized a department day and discussed trust, on the other, the managers are “not spending much time with the department” and having “low presence as a manager.”

Manager behavior: The team decides what needs to be done with little involvement from the manager.

Help each other: This has been discussed in the cluster as difficult. Helping each other is “difficult… because [each of the team members] are specialists”. They can support each other but cannot practically help with each other’s work duties.

Conflict: There were conflicts in the cluster. The action taken here is the manager created their “own survey about stress due to a conflict in the department which was identified in an earlier employee survey. The Survey revealed that the conflict was because roles were unclear. I think how we treat each other is related to the conflict but we spoke about role clarity after the smaller survey”. The action taken here was to address conflicts through having clear goals.

In the positive cluster, there is a clear focus on activities, which enables positive relationships to form. The manager creates formal and informal situations for team members to spend time with each other. The manager also takes part in these activities. In the negative cluster, some actions include spending time with each employee at some point during a department day, or the manager talking to team members every morning. However, the cluster also describes that there are conflicts where the suspected root cause is not addressed.

Organizing Work

Starting with the positive cluster: There are 7-second order themes; each of which is described in a positive way at the node level. These are change management, expectations, roles, pre-requisites, priorities, workload and staffing (Fig. 10)

Change management: The positive cluster is discussing change management and includes the teams more in decision-making. Decisions are taken more slowly so that everyone in the team has the time they need to reflect over the decision instead of rushing into decisions “too quickly” which was previously the case.

Expectations: The expectations communicated have changed. There has been a shift in focus from working faster to achieve the result stated in the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to understanding deviations instead.

Roles: The positive cluster has worked to clarify roles.

Pre-Requisites: The cluster has started to focus on prerequisites and making sure that the staff has what they need to work well from the start and address root causes when deadlines are not met instead of just “working faster”.

“I explained to the team that a KPI is, it’s for me a figure on a paper. It can be between ... 0 percent and 100 percent… it is just a result of what we have done. If we can do the job then we can do the job, if we can’t then […] we have to look at why it was so… it really is good if we get deviations because then it means that we can do things better instead of focusing on KPI’s. We could work like others, the KPI says 80%, and now we are at 79, we need to work faster! Instead of working faster we need to understand why, why did we not reach 80. I would rather work with the why. Why did this happen? The number is a number on the paper. It is what it is. I don't care much about numbers” (example from the positive cluster).

Priorities: The positive cluster describes that it has clear priorities and improvements are visualized.

Workload: The workload in some departments has remained the same between the first and second risk assessment whereas for others, it has decreased.

Staff: Staffing levels had increased. Additional staff addresses backlogs’ which means that “the department can now see the light at the end of the tunnel”. Staff that has left is replaced and there is a discussion about increasing the number of team leaders.

The cluster that made a change in a negative direction has five second order themes related to organizing work. Steering and short-term goals are unique to the negative cluster. Priorities, workload and staff are shared second order themes but differ at the node level regarding if the risk treatment is described as positive or not.

Steering: Teams in the cluster steer themselves more now.

Short term goals: The cluster has short-term goals which span 2 years instead of 7–10.

Priorities: There have been changes made about how work is prioritized so that prioritization can be done more quickly.
Another change related to priorities is that deadlines can be changed more easily now that the short-term goals span a shorter period of time.

Workload: The action taken to decrease workload is through decreasing the number of different projects one person is involved so that they can work with fewer project and be more focused. This is described positively in interviews. In some cases demands are too high; this is described negatively in the interviews. The action here is to escalate to the management team because the solution to address this risk is above the team manager’s authority level.

Staff: Staffing is also an aspect of risk treatment. There is a need to increase the number of staff in the cluster “to be able to cope with the scope for my department. I have escalated issue this to my manager a number of times”. Escalating the staffing issue is described as positive (+). In contrast, the issue not being resolved in a timely is described as negative (-). The manager at the same level as the team does not have the mandate to treat this risk.

In the positive cluster actions have been taken to address workload, staffing, roles etc. There has also been a shift in mindset from focusing on numbers and achieving goals to focusing on making sure the team has the pre-requisites for the job. In the negative cluster, actions are mixed. On the one hand, some changes in staffing have worked and on the other hand, the cluster needs to increase staffing. The cluster needs support and the process for this is yet to be put in place. Staffing issues have not been addressed.

IV. DISCUSSION

Psychosocial risk management is one of the recommended practices for improving psychosocial risk levels. Risk treatment is the actual action taken to influence a risk level. Management plays a key role in shaping the psychosocial work environment [22].

- How can management at the next level in the hierarchy influence the psychosocial work environment?

A. Similarities – Manager One Level up

The positive and negative clusters both have one enabling risk treatment action in common. Both the positive and negative clusters have wellbeing or health checks as the first point on the agenda at their management team meetings. This is a form of enabling. The interaction when going round the table and talking about how things are could influence the emergence of a change in the groups work environment.

B. Differences Manager One Level up – Positive Cluster

There are a lot more differences between the manager behavior one level up than similarities. When the risk treatment actions are matched with the three group dynamic constructs, the manager one level up in the positive cluster displays risk treatment actions in each of the three constructs; enabling, staffing and emergence [Fig. 12].

Fig. 12 Differences - Positive cluster - manager one level up

Enabling

The manager at the next level up is actively working with their own psychosocial risk assessment. The manager has also included work with psychosocial risk assessments in the departments’ strategy and initiated stress training for the management team. The manager one level up has a good dialogue with their employees; workload is balanced with resources at management meetings. The psychosocial work environment is spoken about regularly at management meetings.

Staffing

The manager at the next level supports team members who wish to test new roles and helps to solve the short-term effect on staffing this has.

Emergence

This describes how the group develops over time from individuals to a group where the sum is more than its individual parts. Here the manager one level up enables the process of getting to know each other by planning ‘getting to know each other’ activities at each management team meeting. The manager and the team take part in activities together; the new work environment emerges through the groups’ interaction, of which the manager one level up is involved in.

C. Differences Manager One Level up – Negative Cluster

The risk treatment actions found specifically in the negative cluster are grouped into enabling, staffing and emergence [Fig. 14]. The content however facilitates a negative change in psychosocial risk levels.

Enabling

The risk treatment here enables a negative change in psychosocial risk levels. Risk treatment actions include an unclear decision-making process, lack of managerial support and the demands of the job being too high. In this case the enabling container enables a negative change in psychosocial risk levels.

Fig. 11 Similarities – manager one level up
Stafﬁng

Stafﬁng is problematic in the negative cluster and causes concern. This risk was not treated between the ﬁrst and second risk assessments and was out with the mandate of the cluster managers. The cluster did not have the authority to address their psychosocial risks as they saw ﬁt.

Emergence

The process of emergence is colored by the lack of supportive dialogue and actions taken to address risks by the manager one level up. The cluster meets without the manager one level up being present. From this, negative changes in the psychosocial work environment emerge.

The manager one level up has a strong impact on the psychosocial work environment. This is evident when comparing the risk treatment actions taken by the manager one level up in the positive and negative clusters. There are more differences than similarities when comparing the positive and negative clusters. The manager one level up in the positive cluster addressed all three group dynamic areas; stafﬁng, enabling and emergence whereas the manager one level up of the negative cluster enabled the emergence of negative changes in the work environment and did not address stafﬁng levels.

- RQ2. How can a team’s psychosocial work environment change though manager/team interaction?

The positive cluster showed signiﬁcant improvements in peer support. The improvement in peer support may be related to how well staff feel involved and listened regarding to psychosocial issues.

Enabling

The most striking element of the enabling actions of the manager at the same level is the actions taken to enable relationship building. The manager actively organizes, takes part in and follows up relationship building activities. The managers describe these relationship-building activities as the reason for observed improvements in the psychosocial work environment. These activities include; team building exercises, taking the team out for lunch and visiting other work sites (see appendix 6 for more examples). These activities named are similar to those named in a recent benchmarking study of how companies address psychosocial risks [35]. Changes in the meeting structure, supporting communication between different employees in a structured way, and practical help encourages having fun, laughing and joking, setting the tone. Other enablers are addressing change management, clarifying expectations and solving root causes to problems in the working process instead of just working faster. Taking part in a stress training session is also an enabling factor which may contribute to breaking down barriers and being more open about health aspects at work.

Stafﬁng

Team level: Staff was added to speciﬁcally address backlogs. People who left the company were replaced.

Emergence (Internal Structures Emerging in the Interactions between Group Members)

The manager takes part in many of the activities together with the team. Peer to peer relations were actively targeted. 6 month after the ﬁrst risk assessment, peer support had improved signiﬁcantly.

In the cluster which made a negative change, the management and team interaction had a disabling effect rather than an enabling one. Another type of psychosocial work environment emerged, psychosocial risks increased instead of decreasing.

Enabling (External Structures, Org Factors)

In this case, when compared to the positive cluster there is a lack of enabling structures. There are not so many meetings (opportunities for interaction), employee managerial contact varies and there also conﬂicts where the root cause is not addressed.

Stafﬁng

Stafﬁng levels have decreased which works for some of the clusters. Other parts of the cluster need to increase stafﬁng and do not have the authority to address this on their own.

Stafﬁng issues, a lack of positive relationships and a negative relationship with the manager one level up seem to inﬂuence what actually emerges from the psychosocial risk assessment process i.e. negative changes in the psychosocial work environment.

Emergence

Some risk treatment actions could facilitate emergence such as discussing trust and trying to be available for the team however, this does not appear to be enough given the results of the risk assessment. Management support and relationships decreased signiﬁcantly by the second measurement.

The results from this study suggest that the psychosocial work environment emerges from the interactions among group members. Positive or negative changes in the psychosocial work environment for engineers and technicians can be made depending on the different risk treatment actions taken to address psychosocial risks by management. If the manager one level up and the team manager addresses psychosocial risks in a way which facilitates the positive development of group processes, this contributes to signiﬁcant improvements in psychosocial risk levels. In the same way, managerial risk treatment actions, which hinder the development of positive group processes, contribute negative changes in psychosocial risk levels.

V. LIMITATIONS AND ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The obvious limitation of this study is the small sample size, which limits transferability out with the studied clusters. However, the ﬁndings related to the signiﬁcance of supportive relationships for the psychosocial work environment are in line with current stress theories; they therefore support the potential transferability of these ﬁndings to other contexts. Social desirability may also have played a role causing the
interviewees to report actions which contribute to them being seen in a positive light [37]. This was addressed by introducing each participant explaining the purpose of the study and that the aim was to understand what happened between the first and second measurement. Future research could consider managerial risk perception in relation to decision making in the psychosocial risk management process. In this study the manager had access to the actual measurement of the results and support from HR and occupational services. The managers’ perception of the potential consequences of addressing or not addressing psychosocial risks could also impact on subsequent risk treatment actions [36]. Future research could consider including risk perception as a potential mediating factor when understanding the results of a risk assessment intervention and actions taken to address risks. Furthermore, adding data collection methods such as journals throughout the risk management process may provide more examples of risk treatment and perhaps even increase the robustness of the data collected through providing ‘live data’ as a complement to retrospective data collection. Interventions addressing competence and work practices related to Industry 4.0 should also address the psychosocial work environment given its strong impact on health and wellbeing at work. The psychosocial work environment is an important prerequisite to be able to succeed in the long term.

APPENDIX 1

Interview questions
1. Can you please tell me what the term “psychosocial work environment” means to you?
2. How is it going for Company X right now?
3. How does Company X work with the psychosocial work environment?
4. Does Company X have any targets related to the psychosocial work environment?
5. Does your section of the company work with the psychosocial work environment?
6. Does your section of the company have any targets related to psychosocial work environment?
7. Does your manager work with psychosocial work environment?
8. Has your manager set any targets related to psychosocial work environment?
9. What was the situation with your team when the first measurement was carried out?
10. Starting with the results from your first risk assessment, can you please talk me through them?
11. Did you take any specific actions in relation to the results of the survey the first time around?
12. Has your manager shown an interest in your results?
13. Has HR shown an interest in your results?
14. How would you describe your results in comparison to the first measurement?
15. What do you think might have influenced your results at the second measurement? (went through risk assessment risk by risk)
16. Is there anything else you would like to add?
17. Is there anything else that may have affected the outcome of your results (out with your control)?

APPENDIX 2

The psychosocial constructs that significantly improved in the positive cluster between the first and second measurement:
- Peer support [28]
- If work gets difficult, my colleagues will help me if I ask
- I get the help and support I need from my colleagues if I ask
- Colleagues generally treat me respectfully at work
- I feel I can talk to my colleagues to solve work-related issues

Organizational participation [9]
- My contributions to resolving occupational health and safety concerns in the organization are listened to
- Participation and consultation in psychological health and safety occurs with employees’, unions and health and safety representatives in my workplace
- Employees are encouraged to become involved in psychological safety and health matters
- In my organization, the prevention of stress involves all levels of the organization

Organizational communication [9]
- Information about workplace psychological well-being is always brought to my attention
- There is good communication here about psychological safety issues which affect me

The psychosocial constructs that made a significantly negative change in the negative cluster between the first and second measurement:
- Relationships [28]
- I am subject to personal harassment in the form of unkind words or behavior at work
- There is friction or anger between colleagues
- I am subject to bullying at work

Manager support [28]
- I am given supportive feedback on the work I do by my line manager
- I can rely on my line manager to help me out with a work-related problem if I ask
- I feel I can talk to my line manager about something that has upset or annoyed me about work
- I feel I would be supported by management if I had emotionally demanding work
- My line manager encourages me at work

Organizational communication [9]
- Information about workplace psychological well-being is always brought to my attention
- There is good communication here about psychological safety issues which affect me
APPENDIX 3

Fig. 13 Similarities between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager One Level Up

APPENDIX 4

Fig. 14 Differences between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager One Level Up

APPENDIX 5

Fig. 15 Similarities between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager at the same level
APPENDIX 6

Fig. 16 Differences in selecting areas between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager at the same level

Fig. 17 Differences in relationships between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager at the same level
Fig. 18 Differences in organizing work between the Positive and Negative Clusters – Manager at the same level
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